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Agenda Item No: 4 
 

JOINT AUDIT COMMITTEE MEETING 
 

DATE:  Tuesday 15 March 2022 
 
LOCATION:  Via Microsoft Teams and in person at Sackville House, Lewes 

 

PRESENT: Mr P Burden (Chair)  
 Mr D Worsley  
 Mr J Vince 

 Mr Eric Hepburn 
 Ms Karen Sanderson 
 

APOLOGIES: Mrs K Bourne (Police & Crime Commissioner), Deputy Chief 
Constable Chapman, Mr P Gillett, Executive Director of 

Commercial & Financial Services, Surrey & Sussex Police 
 
 

IN ATTENDANCE:  Chief Constable J Shiner, Sussex Police 
Mr M Streater, Chief Executive & Monitoring Officer, Office of 
the Sussex Police & Crime Commissioner 
Mr I McCulloch, Chief Finance Officer, Office of the Sussex 

Police & Crime Commissioner 
Mr J Moyles, Service Director, Finance, Surrey & Sussex 

Police 
Mrs M Kadwell, Chief Accountant, Sussex Police 
Mr A Croxford, Chief Digital and Information Officer, Surrey & 

Sussex Police 
Mr D Tonkin, Corporate Planning & Strategy Manager, Sussex 

Police 
Mr J Dymond, Head of Strategic Systems, Surrey & Sussex 

Police 
Ms N Hempson, Force Risk Manager, Sussex Police 
Mr M Brazier, Head of Force Information Management, 

Sussex Police 
Ms E Jackson, Associate Partner, Ernst & Young 

Mrs K Shaw, Chief Internal Auditor, Deputy Head of Southern 
Internal Audit Partnership  
Mrs M Kean, Assurance Officer, Office of the Sussex Police & 

Crime Commissioner 

 
MINUTES OF THE MEETING HELD ON 14 DECEMBER 2021 

 
119. The minutes were reviewed and were approved as a correct record of the 

meeting. 
 
ACTION LOG 

 
120.  The action log was reviewed with no changes. 
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REPORTS FROM OTHER EXTERNAL BODIES 
 

121. The Chief Constable presented a paper that highlighted a report on rape 

investigations. The Chief Constable explained that rape investigations had 

been a focus for the Force for some time and will continue to be a Force 

priority. The Chief Constable explained that rape was a difficult area to 

investigate as it relied heavily on the victim and the victim’s confidence in 

Sussex Police. The report made the following recommendations.  

• for police and prosecutors to improve their communications with 

the victim.  

The Chief Constable confirmed that in partnership with the PCC’s office, 

there was significant work being carried out to improve communication, 

however she highlighted an area of concern that had been caused by the 

pandemic. The pandemic had caused significant delays to the court 

system and trial dates, which consequently involved keeping the victim 

engaged for far longer than they have ever had too before. 

• for Police forces and the Crown Prosecution Service to 

collaboratively ensure that bad character is considered. 

The Chief Constable explained that this is a complex area and reassured 

the Committee that the Force are undergoing regular training.  

• for police to provide victims with the opportunity to make a Victim 

Personal Statement at the earliest of opportunities.   

The Chief Constable explained that Victim Personal Statements are 

singularly the most important tool when it comes to sentencing an 

offender. It enables the Judge to truly understand the impact of how the 

victim has been affected by the offence. 

INFORMATION MANAGEMENT ANNUAL REPORT 

 
122. The Head of Force Information Management provided a summary of the 

Force Information: optimisation, risk management and compliance with 

legislation and guidance. 
 

123. The Head of Force Information Management highlighted an issue with the 
Information Managements Team’s ability to answer requests for 
information in a timely manner. The Head of Force Information 

Management explained that the department receive on average of 450 
requests a month, however there was a backlog that required clearing. He 

explained that there are several reasons for the backlog. Firstly, a loss of 
staff, however he explained that they had recently recruited two new 
members of staff. Secondly, he explained that the requests are becoming 

more complex with the introduction of dashboard cameras and Body Worn 
Video footage. He explained that if the footage contained other people, 

the video would need to be redacted which is adding to the delay. The 
Head of Force Information Management commented that due to the back 

log, he had noticed that customer service had unfortunately slipped. This 
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is an area of improvement that the department is now focussing on. He 
explained that legacy systems were being replaced with new systems, 

however the old systems held data that needed to be retained. Therefore, 
a lot of work must be done before the de-commissioning of the legacy 

systems can take place.   
 
124. Members asked whether the department was able to push back on any 

requests and if there was a cost associated with a request. 
 

125. The Head of Force Information Management explained that whilst 
everyone was entitled to request their data and there were restrictions in 
place, however the guidance around this is difficult to navigate. The Head 

of Force Information Management confirmed that there were no costs to 
request the information, however there is one exception, if a request 

takes longer than eighteen hours to complete, the Force can charge a fee.  
 
126. Members sought clarification on whether the Head of Force Information 

Management report included the OSPCC information management and if 
not, could this be made clear on all reports to the JAC. 

 
127. The Head of Force Information Management confirmed that his report was 

for the Force only. The Chief Executive & Monitoring Officer added that the 
OSPCC’s Head of Performance, is responsible for the Freedom of 
Information Requests that come into the OSPCC, they average two a 

week, which is a sizable difference to the Forces numbers. 
 

ACTIONS 
 
(39) Minute 126 – The Assurance Officer to ensure all reports are 

clearly marked Force Only, OSPCC only or a Joint report. 
 

TREASURY MANAGEMENT STRATEGY 2022/23 INCORPORATING THE 
CAPITAL STRATEGY REPORT 
 

128. The Chief Finance Officer presented a report of the Treasury Management 
Strategy Statement 2022/23 and asked JAC Members to review and 

comment on the 2022/23 Treasury Management Strategy Statement prior 
to its approval by the PCC. 

 

129.  The Chief Finance Officer highlighted the need to borrow money, to 
 finance the capital expenditure plans that commenced at the beginning of 

 the financial year. The Chief Finance Officer highlighted that it was not 
cost effective to repay the existing £4.5 million even though the interest 
rates are much higher than those that can be obtained now as the early 

redemption charge are high. The Chief Finance Officer commented that 
the Public Finance Initiative contract is for the custody centres that would 

pass into PCC ownership in 2031. 
 
130.  Members commented on the impact of inflation and that the Bank of 

 England forecasted an increase of 10%. 
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131.  The Chief Finance Officer explained that the increase in inflation was a 
 short-term concern. The strategy drafted spanned a 20–30-year period 

and rates were not expected to remain at that level for the duration of 
that time as reflected by longer term borrowing rates at present. 

 
132.  Members commented on the impact of the revised code dealing with the 

 Treasury Management Strategy that had been published in December 

2021, but not implemented until 2023/2024 and how that would affect 
Sussex.   

 
133.  The Chief Accountant advised members that she did not anticipate a 

 significant impact on Sussex and that the Strategy was fit for purpose.  

 
134.  Members commented that the strategy was a draft document and 

 expressed concern over approving a draft document with the unforeseen 
situation with Russia/Ukraine which may impact the strategy. 

 

135.  The Chief Finance Officer explained that the Strategy was a forecast, and 
that they were waiting for the LINK assessment before they can finalise 

the Strategy. The Statement was based on the advice available at the 
time. There are opportunities to update the Strategy throughout the year 

and the Chief Finance Officer suggested that the JAC approve the TMS and 
the Capital Strategy as it was presented today with a caveat that the PCC 
considers any updates from LINK and the Ukraine and Russia issue, taking 

advice accordingly. 
 

136.  Members asked if the over borrowing is sustainable and whether it was 
 allowed. Members also asked why there was a divergence of opinion 
 between Capital and LINK. 

 
137. The Chief Accountant explained that the over borrowing was not actual 

and was the internal balance sheet. The Chief Accountant explained that if 
they added the rented assets on to the balance sheet it would increase the 
quote significantly and it was not the right time to report on this now.   

 
138.  The Chief Finance Officer explained that experts can have differing 

opinions, however he is confident in LINK because they offer an opinion 
model investment scenario, where they pretend to buy and borrow assets 
and then base their theories on that investment.  

 
139.  Members asked what approach they were taking around ESG. 

 
140.  The Chief Finance Officer confirmed that he had presented a report to the 

Committee in the past. The situation remains under review and the rates 

that can be obtained are reviewed at each of treasury planning meetings 
that he holds every fortnight. He confirmed that one deposit had been 

made with an ESG approved fund in the financial year.   
 
ACTIONS 
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(40) Minute 135 – The reviewed and commented on t2022/23 Treasury 
Management Strategy Statement and Capital Strategy be 

recommended  to the PCC for approval. 
 

EXTERNAL AUDIT UPDATE 
 
141.  The Associate Partner explained that the current 2022 audit time frames 

were being looked at as to delivery. She confirmed that 30 November 
2022 was the anticipated date which was the same as 2021. The 

Associate Partner acknowledged the backlog and the issues facing the 
public sector audit framework. She explained there was a significant 
overhang from the 2021 audit opinions that have not yet been signed off 

but are expected to be signed off at the end of November 2022. The 
Associated Partner explained that EY had a digital data first approach 

which means a faster download of data providing the ability to commence 
the audit sooner.  

 

142. Members asked whether EY had declared its position with regards to work 
with Russia. The Associated Partner explained that they are currently 

working through the impact of Russia and are currently exiting the 
country. EY’s pension funds do have Russian investment however The 

Associate Partner reassured members that there is nothing that would 
particularly impact Sussex Police.  

 

143. Members asked if the Associated Partner had built into their approach 
getting the Actuaries to agree on the pension adjustment. The Associated 

Partner confirmed that it is built into the approach and that there is 
sufficient assurance. The conversation for PPE valuation has already 
begun to avoid future delays.  

 
144. In response to member’s questions, the Associate Partner confirmed that 

she will share the Annual Audit Plan with the committee ahead of the next 
meeting.  

 

145. Members picked up on a previous action for the Associate Partner to fully 
brief the Estates team to produce the valuations in a timely manner. The 

Associated Partner confirmed that conversations had begun and that they 
are mapping out every audit, however she confirmed that the audit will 
either be very early or later in the year. 

 
146. Members asked about the impact of Russian sanctions on EY and the 

Associated Partner confirmed that the EY Russia practice was no longer 
under the EY global brand umbrella but was now an independent audit 
firm. She confirmed that EY were no longer working with any Russian 

state government or large Russian corporation.   
 

147. Members asked if there any risks that may impact this year’s timetable 
with the feedback statement from CIPIA and the consultation. The 
Associated Partner explained that it would be a significant risk but not an 

inherent area of risk. The areas of risk for Sussex were the number of 
contracts and the arrangements that were in place. The Associated 

Partner confirmed that there would be a lot of testing and lot of work 
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carried out with the Force’s finance team to ensure they are prepared for 
next year, but a delay is expected.  

 
ACTIONS 

 
(41) Minute 144 – For the Associate Partner to share the Annual Audit 

Plan with Members ahead of the next JAC meeting. 

 
 

INTERNAL AUDIT PROGRESS REPORT AND THE INTERNAL AUDIT 
CHARTER AND INTERNAL AUDIT PLAN 2022-23 
 

148. The Chief Internal Auditor presented an overview of the internal audit 

activity against assurance work completed in accordance with the approved 

audit plan and to provide an overview of the status of ‘live’ reports. 

149. The Chief Internal Auditor explained that everything was on track for 

completion of the Annual Report, however she advised the Committee that 

there remained several incomplete reports. She explained that progress 

was slow with the IT reviews which was due to communication difficulties 

with scheduling meetings.  

150. Members asked about the days left from last year being absorbed into the 

2021/22 plan and how that impacted on the capacity to take on further 

audit work. The Chief Internal Auditor clarified that the days delivered 

relating to the previous year’s plan were additional to the plan agreed for 

2021/22 and that between quarters and at the end of the year there would 

always be an element of work in progress.  

151. Members asked the Chief Internal Auditor about the communication 

difficulties that she has experienced with the IT team and whether these 

difficulties have been built into the plan.  

152. The Chief Internal Auditor explained that some of the difficulty lies with 

scheduling meetings, as Surrey and Sussex outlook calendars do not 

synchronise due to a different diary system being used by each Force. 

Therefore, the difficulty lays with obtaining senior management availability 

for meetings. She advised that administrative advice had been made 

available however this has not helped as they had encountered similar 

issues.  

153. Members commented that they are disappointed to learn about the 

communication difficulties and that with such a large IT risk and slippage in 

the joint programmes, there may not be enough assurance over the controls 

and mitigation, so close to year end.   

154. The Chair advised the Committee that during his time served on the JAC he 

has seen an improvement in cooperation between the internal auditors and 

the senior managers, however there are improvements that should be made 
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to make the process easier for the internal auditors to do their job. The 

Chair offered his support to the Chief Internal Auditor and encouraged 

others to treat an internal audit deadline like one of their own and to advise 

him if there are further difficulties. The Service Director also added his 

support and assistance to the Chief Internal Auditor should she need it.   

155. The Chief Internal Auditor concluded that she has the appropriate 

arrangements in place, and the right people are coming to the right 

meetings, she has reinforced the escalation process on to her staff. 

156. Members asked about carbon ‘net zero’ and why there was no mention of it 

specifically in the plan and asked how it would be assessed and progressed. 

157. The Chief Internal Auditor explained that it had been discussed at the 

planning meetings which concluded that it was not the right time to include 

it as an individual review at this stage. It will however continue to be 

highlighted in future planning meetings and will be reflected in the scoping 

of other individual assignments as appropriate.  

158. The Chief Internal Auditor explained that there had been no change to the 

Internal Audit Charter.  

159. Members approved the Internal Audit Charter. 

ANNUAL GOVERNANCE STATEMENTS – UPDATE REPORT 

160. The Chief Finance Officer provided an update for the Joint Audit 

Committee on the progress being made towards the publication of the 

Annual Governance Statements (AGS) for 2021-22. 

161. The Chief Finance Officer highlighted that several actions had been 

completed and asked Members to approve that they are now removed 

from the document. These were approved. 

162. The Corporate Strategy and Planning Manager confirmed that the ASG 

was a work in progress and that chief officers are in the process of 

completing the evidence template. Significant improvements have been 

made and are to be put forward at the next ORB meeting.  

163. Members commented that they rely on internal processes and controls 

and that if an action has been marked as complete that it has gone 

through an internal process.  

164. The Chief Finance Officer and the Corporate Strategy and Planning 

Manager confirmed that the actions do go through an internal process.  

REPORT ON DEBTS APPROVED FOR WRITE-OFF 

165. The Chief Accountant provided a report to the Joint Audit Committee with 

the debts approved for write off during 2021/22. The Chief Accountant 
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explained that debt-write off is of low risk and the controls in place are not 

an area of concern. The report was approved. 

ANNUAL REVIEW OF POLICIES AND PROCEDURES   

166. The Chief Executive & Monitoring Officer provided the Joint Audit 

Committee with the recommended changes to the current Scheme of 

Governance following the annual review process. The Chief Executive & 

Monitoring Officer explained that the agreed changes will be presented to 

the PCC for approval and the revised documents published. 

167. The Chief Finance Officer explained that the contract standing orders 

contract had not been reviewed last year, the other reports only had 

minor changes to them. 

168. Members asked for a summary paper in future as it was not clear what 

changes had been made. The Chief Finance Officer explained that the 

changes had been recorded in tracked changes to make it easier for 

members to review.  

169. Members asked whether it is reported that if single tender contracts are 

over the threshold, has a multi tender approach been waived. This was 

confirmed to be the case. 

170. The Service Director explained that a regular report goes to the CFO 

Board and he receives regular procurement updates on a weekly basis to 

discuss any breaches. The Service Director confirmed that there had not 

been a breach for a long time, and he is confident that they would pick up 

any issues early on.   

ACTIONS 
 

(42) Minute 166 – For the PCC to approve the agreed changes and for 
the Assurance Officer to publish the revised documents. 

 
 
 

UPDATE ON CHANGES FOR THE 2021/22 ANNUAL ACCOUNTS 

171. The Chief Accountant provided the Joint Audit Committee with an update 

on regulatory changes affecting the 2021/22 Statement of Accounts, 

production timetable and accounting policies for the year ending 31 March 

2022. 

172. The Chief Accountant confirmed that there had been a few changes to the 

code changes in 2021/22- the publication deadline 2021/22 and the code 

changes 2022/23.  
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173. Members asked about peppercorn rent and the market value on double 

entry bookkeeping and whether it was similar to a liability. 

174. The Chief Accountant explained that is it was like an internal mortgage 

system. 

ANNUAL REVIEW OF THE JOINT AUDIT COMMITTEE TERMS OF 

REFERENCE 

175. The Chief Executive & Monitoring Officer asked Members to accept the 

unrevised Terms of Reference. 

176. Members accepted the terms of refence subject to an amendment of page 

3-4, to add external agencies. 

ACTIONS 
 

(43) Minute 174 – For the Assurance Officer to amend page 3-4 of 
Terms of Reference and to add external agencies.  

 

FORWARD WORK PLAN  

177. Members asked for the removal of the ERP papers from the forward work 

plan. 

178. The Chair asked Members to discuss any areas of future training they think 

would be useful to assist them with in their role as Members of the JAC. 

ACTIONS 

 
(44) Minute 177 – For the Assurance Officer to remove the ERP 

papers from the forward work plan. 
(45) Minute 178 – For the Chair to discuss with Members, areas of 

future training, to help assist them in their roles on the 
committee. Assurance Officer to add the areas to the forward 
work plan and to set training up.  

                        

                                                                                              

DATE OF NEXT MEETING 

9 June 2022 

 

P Burden - Chairman 
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